
Advanced Gripping Positions 

You will be asked questions about these gripping positions in your final multiple-choice test.  

Knowing the specifics of gripping positions will help you as an instructor to practise and teach the correct techniques.  

Upright/Thumb Up Grip 
Sometimes referred to as 'Normal Grip'.  

 
This describes the hand position of the hand that grips the pole.  
 
Baseball Grip 

 
Both hands hold the pole in an upright position, similar to the way you would hold a baseball bat. In Baseball Grip, both 
thumbs will point upwards. The top arm will be completely straight. The lower arm will be straight if the lower hand is 
gripping high up the pole. Otherwise, the lower arm may be bent if the lower hand is placed further away from the upper 
hand. In Baseball Grip, both arms pull on the pole, this is one of the key factors that makes Baseball Grip different from 
1/2 Bracket Grip. 
Moves that use Baseball Grip include Basic and Foot Fireman Spin, Attitude Spin and Carousel Spin. 



Arm Hold Grip 

 
The pole is gripped under your inside arm and against the side of your body. The inside hand holds the pole slightly 
below the outside hand. Both elbows are bent and pulling downwards into the body. Both hands grip the pole at neck or 
shoulder height. If the hands are spaced apart and one or both hands are higher than head height, it is not correct. The 
back of the inside hip is also an important contact point during Arm Hold Grip.  
Moves that use Arm Hold Grip include Arm Hold conditioning exercise and Windmills. 

Arm Hang Grip 

 
Grip the pole with your inside hand, the inside arm extends straight with the shoulder drawn down. The outside arm 
comes across your chest with the outside hand holding the pole at the level of your chest. Both hands hold on with an 
upright grip, meaning that both thumbs are pointing upwards. Ensure that the wrists are not twisted. In Arm Hang Grip, 
both arms pull on the pole. This is one of the key factors that makes Arm Hang Grip different from 1/2 Bracket Grip. Arm 
Hang Grip is different from Baseball Grip because you are side on to the pole in an Arm Hang Grip, but you are facing 
the pole in a Baseball Grip.  
Moves that use Arm Hang Grip include Arm Hang conditioning exercise, Front Hook Closed and Open Spins. 



Back Hook Arm Hang Grip 

 
Grip the pole under your inside arm which is bent, with the inside hand holding the pole at shoulder or neck height in an 
upright position. The outside arm is extended straight, with the hand holding the pole in an upright position. The upper 
body arches backwards away from and behind the arms. Both shoulders are drawn down.  
Moves that use Back Hook Arm Hang Grip include Back Hook Spin and Reverse Attitude Spin. 

Tuck Grip 

 
The outside hand grips the pole slightly above the inside hand. Both hands hold the pole with an upright grip. The 
forearm of the inside arm touches the pole by pressing beside or around the pole. Both arms are completely bent with 
the elbows pointing downwards. The hands should be holding the pole at approximately the height of the neck and 
shoulders. The Tuck Grip is different from the Arm Hold Grip because the in the Tuck Grip the inside underarm does not 
grip the pole.  
Moves that use Tuck Grip include Tuck Lifts conditioning and Controlled Kick Ups conditioning. 



Pole Hug Grip 

 
Hold both arms around the pole and pull the pole against your chest. Put one hand slightly higher than the other using 
an upright grip. Hands may not be placed higher than face height. Arms stay fully bent during Pole Hug Grip with the 
elbows pointing downwards. The upper arm crosses over the lower arm. Ensure that the wrists are not twisted.  
Moves that use Pole Hug Grip include Pole Sit and Kneeling Slide. 

½ Bracket Grip 

 
The top arm is extended high and straight with the top hand holding the pole in an upright grip. The lower hand holds the 
pole across the chest, with an upright grip. The lower hand carries out a pushing action to brace the body away from the 
pole. The lower arm carrying out a pushing action is what makes the 1/2 Bracket Grip different from the Arm Hang Grip, 
although for many moves the 1/2 Bracket Grip can be used instead of the Arm Hang or Baseball Grip. 
Moves that use 1/2 Bracket Grip include Carousel Spin and Chair Spin. 



Cradle Grip 

 

Hold the pole with your outside hand above your inside hand. Your outside arm is bent holding the pole at neck/shoulder 
height. Your inside arm reaches down straight, holding the pole with the fingers pointing down. Your lower arm is very 
slightly bent to avoid hyperextending the elbow joint. Keep the wrists inline with the hands and forearms.  
Moves that use Cradle Grip Include Cradle & Cradle Lean and Apprentice.  

Full Bracket Grip 

 
Your top arm extends straight with an upright grip, lower arm holds on with fingers pointing downwards. Lower arm is 
also straight, but not locked out to avoid hyperextending your elbow joint. The lower arm elbow may push against your 
body. 
Moves that use Full Bracket Grip include; Boomerang Spin or static Full Bracket Holds. 



Cupped Grip (for Shouldermount) 

 

Cupped grip means ‘cupping’ the hands. Fingers are closed and your thumbs close onto the index finger side of your 
hand. Cupped grip permits a pulling action into the pole. Aim for a 90 degree bend at the elbows, meaning the hands 
won't be placed to high or too low. Draw your shoulders down and have the feeling of your elbows reaching forward/up 
away from you. Your elbows are pointing forward, rather than out to the sides so you can actively engage your latissimus 
dorsi and the long head of the triceps when pulling up in Cupped Grip. During Cupped Grip for Shouldermount, ensure 
that your neck stays in line with your spine so that you do not throw your head back.  
 
Moves that use Cupped Grip; Shouldermount prep and Shouldermount Crunch.  

Flag Grip  
 
Stand in front of the pole, lean over and down to one side with your upper body. Reach over and around the pole with 
your top arm. Grip the pole under your arm and hold on with your hand pointing downwards. Your lower arm is bent at 
least 90 degrees, with your elbow pressing into your side. Hold on with your lower hand with your fingers pointing down. 

 

Moves that use Flag Grip; Flag.  



Handspring Grip Normal (Normal Grip) 
 
Inside hand holds on to the pole at approximately shoulder height with an upright grip. This top arm will be bent. Outside 
hand will hold on to the pole low down, below knee height when standing. This lower arm is straight but not locked out 
when holding the pole. 

 

Moves that use Handspring Grip; Handspring Prep.  

Handspring Grip Cupped Grip 
 
Inside hand holds on to the pole at approximately shoulder height with a Cupped Grip. This top arm will be bent. Outside 
hand will hold on to the pole low down, below knee height when standing. This lower arm is straight but not locked out 
when holding the pole. 

 

Moves that use Handspring Grip; Handspring Prep.  

You will need to complete this lesson on the online platform by answering the quiz. 


